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Welcome

Latest News
The concert opens with the rich and
energetic tone poem Don Juan, which was
first performed by the LSO in its 1905
season, and after the interval we will hear
Strauss’ Till Eulenspiegel. This work tells
the story of the 14th-century German
prankster of the same name, before the
concert ends with the closing scene from
the composer’s final opera Capriccio.

elcome to this evening’s LSO concert
at the Barbican, where tonight
we are joined by LSO Principal
Guest Conductor Gianandrea Noseda for
a Romantic programme of three works by
Strauss, and the world premiere of London
composer Iain Bell’s The Hidden Place. For
this work and for the closing scene from
Strauss’ Capriccio, we welcome soprano
Diana Damrau, who appears tonight in the
concluding part of her series at the Barbican,
Diana Damrau Sings Strauss, which has
also seen her perform a solo recital and the
composer’s Four Last Songs. The Hidden
Place was written in collaboration with
Diana Damrau and portrays the relationship
between two lovers as they journey through
life, represented by the metaphorical
changing of the seasons.

I hope that you enjoy tonight’s performance
and that you are able to join us again soon.
On Sunday 14 April Sir Mark Elder conducts
Ives’ Symphony No 2 and Beethoven’s Piano
Concerto No 3 with pianist Kirill Gerstein.
Then on Thursday 25 April LSO Principal
Guest Conductor François-Xavier Roth
joins us for a programme that explores the
Spanish influences in the music of Ravel, a
glorious combination of Rapsodie espagnole,
Boléro and L’heure espagnole.

Kathryn McDowell CBE DL
Managing Director

THE LSO’S 2019/20 SEASON

WATCH THE LSO ON YOUTUBE

The LSO’s 2019/20 season is now on sale.
Sir Simon Rattle continues his exploration of
the roots and origins of music, including a
look back to the influence of Beethoven in his
250th anniversary year and a focus on
how folk music inspired Bartók and Percy
Grainger. François-Xavier Roth conducts
complementary programmes of Bartók
and Stravinsky, while Gianandrea Noseda
continues his survey of Russian works.
We also take the opportunity to celebrate
the 50th anniversary of LSO Conductor
Laureate Michael Tilson Thomas’ first
appearance with the Orchestra.

The LSO’s concert with Gianandrea Noseda
on Thursday 28 March was streamed live
on the LSO’s YouTube channel, where the
broadcast is available to watch back for 90
days after the concert. Part of Noseda’s
survey of Russian repertoire, the concert
featured Rachmaninov’s Piano Concerto
No 2 with pianist Seong-Jin Cho and
Shostakovich’s First Symphony.

•
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Welcome

lso.co.uk/201920season

THE PUBLIC DOMAIN
The LSO concert on Sunday 24 March opened
with David Lang’s the public domain, which
was performed on the foyers by 500 voices
from the London Symphony Chorus, the LSO
Discovery Community Choirs and hundreds
of singers from the local community. Find
out more on our blog.
•

You can also watch Bernard Haitink’s 90th
birthday concert, which was streamed
live on Sunday 10 March, a programme of
Bruckner’s Symphony No 4 and Mozart’s
Piano Concerto No 22.
Our next live stream will be on Sunday
5 May, when the LSO’s Music Director
Sir Simon Rattle conducts two vast
masterworks: John Adams’ Harmonielehre
and Berlioz’s Symphonie fantastique.
•
•

lso.co.uk/livestream
youtube.com/lso

lso.co.uk/blog
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Tonight’s Concert In Brief
he music tonight bookends the
life of Richard Strauss. In Don Juan
and Till Eulenspiegel, we glimpse
the younger man: 25 to 30 years of age,
bright, confident of impending success and
depicting two dastardly mythical figures
from folklore. Don Juan (Don Giovanni by
another name) is a wealthy libertine whose
tempestuous love affairs and proclivity for
violence and gambling become his eventual
undoing. Meanwhile Till Eulenspiegel is a
celebrated juvenile prankster – clever and
daring, afraid of neither king nor commoner.
Though both characters eventually meet
early ends as a result of their misbegotten
endeavours, the young Strauss’ depictions
spend more time on the adventure than the
ending, resulting in works that are more
celebratory than cautionary in tone.
In the final scene from Capriccio however,
we see the older, more thoughtful Strauss.
Now in his late seventies and considering
a final farewell to the opera stage, Strauss
tackles an age old question: ‘Which is the
source of greater art, words or music?’
Capriccio tells the story of a Countess torn
between two suitors, a poet and a composer.
At the end of the final scene, the Countess
considers her reflection and asks, as if in the
composer’s voice, ‘help me find the ending
for their opera – one that is not trivial’.

/

by Liam Hennebry

The world premiere of Iain Bell’s The Hidden
Place splits the programme, as it tracks two
lovers over the course of a lifetime: from
the spring of the early relationship and
declaration of love, to commitment and
the passionate heat of summer, autumn’s
cooling and the deepening of affection,
before winter’s wild and magical close.

Coming Up
Sunday 14 April
Barbican

7–8.45pm

Stephen Johnson is the author of Bruckner
Remembered (Faber). He also contributes
regularly to BBC Music Magazine and The
Guardian, and broadcasts for BBC Radio 3,
BBC Radio 4 and the BBC World Service.
Andrew Stewart is a freelance music
journalist and writer. He is the author
of The LSO at 90, and contributes to
a wide variety of specialist classical
music publications.

7.30–9.10pm

IVES SYMPHONY NO 2

JOHN ADAMS & HARRISON BIRTWISTLE

Beethoven Piano Concerto No 3
Ives Symphony No 2

Stravinsky Symphonies of Wind Instruments
Harrison Birtwistle Shadow of Night
John Adams Harmonielehre

Sir Mark Elder  conductor
Kirill Gerstein piano

PROGRAMME CONTRIBUTORS

Wednesday 1 May
Barbican

Thursday 25 April
Barbican

Sir Simon Rattle conductor

7.30–9.30pm

Sunday 5 May
Barbican

BOLÉRO

JOHN ADAMS & BERLIOZ

Ravel Rapsodie espagnole
Ravel Boléro
Ravel L’heure espagnole

John Adams Harmonielehre
Interval
Berlioz Symphonie fantastique

François-Xavier Roth conductor
Isabelle Druet Conception
Jean-Paul Fouchécourt Torquemade
Thomas Dolié Ramiro
Edgaras Montvidas  Gonzalves
Nicolas Cavallier Gomez

Sir Simon Rattle conductor

7–9.05pm

LSO Platforms: Guildhall Artists
Free pre-concert recital
5.30pm Barbican Hall
John Adams Phrygian Gates
Ben Smith piano

Tonight’s Concert
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Richard Strauss Don Juan Op 20
he first performance of Don Juan,
which took place in Weimar on 11
November 1889, was a sensation.
Overnight, critics were talking of the
25-year-old Richard Strauss as the most
important German composer since Wagner.
Strauss himself had little doubt that the
work was going to be a success. ‘It will make
a tremendous stir here,’ he wrote to his
father after one rehearsal. At the same time,
he realised that the demands he had made
on the players were fearsome. ‘The orchestra
huffed and puffed but did its job famously.
One of the horn players sat there out of
breath, sweat pouring from his brow, asking
‘Good God, in what way have we sinned that
you should have sent us this scourge!’ We
laughed till we cried!’. But Strauss knew the
ways to the (in those days exclusively male)
musicians’ hearts. Conducting Don Juan
some years later he told the orchestra,
‘I would ask those of you who are married
to play as if you were still engaged and
then all will be well.’
It’s tempting to sum up Don Juan as a simple
(though musically highly sophisticated)
expression of a young man’s ardour – a young
man, moreover, whose tempestuous love
affairs were beginning to cause his parents
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note by Stephen Johnson

a degree of concern. But there are aspects
of Don Juan which suggest that Strauss had
a more serious point in mind. In particular,
there’s the enigmatic ending. The tumultuous,
passionate driving energy behind the music
suddenly comes to a halt: bright major
becomes shadowy minor, and in a few bars
the life force seems to dwindle to nothing.
This sudden, drastic change of mood is
underlined by the verses Strauss included at
the beginning of the score. They are taken
from a poem, Don Juan, by Nikolaus Lenau.
Lenau’s poem is of epic length (1,094 lines
in total), but Strauss selected only three
short extracts, and his choice is significant.
The first tells of ‘the enchanted circle,
the unmeasurable horizon of countless
charming, beautiful women’, which Don Juan
is driven to conquer in a ‘storm of pleasure’.
But the next shows us not what he is
drawn to, but what he is running away
from: ‘I fly from weariness and waning of
joy’. Eventually comes the moment when the
‘beautiful storm’ dies out: ‘And suddenly the
world to me is empty, deranged, nothing –
the oil is burnt out, and the hearth is cold and
dark’. Despairing, Juan allows himself to be
killed by the son of the man he has murdered.

It is true that in his musical version of
Don Juan, Strauss spends rather more time
dwelling on the ‘beautiful storm’ than
on the great womaniser’s pathetic end.
But carefully placed hints of the poem’s
darker message can be heard throughout.
The beginning is a great upward surge of
exultant feeling, from which emerges a
splendid, forward-striding tune on the high
violins, set against pulsating wind chords.
At first, the energy and cascading
invention seem limitless, but then comes
a sudden hush: tremolo strings and
glockenspiel, pianissimo with downwardsliding woodwind – a brief hint, perhaps,
of the ‘weariness and waning of joy’ from
which Juan flies. However this is quickly
dispelled by a vision of alluring femininity –
liquid harp figures and a sweetly languishing
solo violin. An ardent song theme (horn
first, soon followed by violins) tells of
the process of seduction. This builds to
a luscious climax, but at its high point
the music is twice interrupted by the
‘upward surge’ figure from the opening
(cellos, piano). Conquest is not enough;
Don Juan’s fear-haunted desire must
drive him ever onwards.

These reminders of the opening figure lead
once again to the forward-striding violin
theme from near the start of the work.
The adventure begins again, leading in new
directions. A troubled minor key theme
(violas and cellos, followed by broken sighs
on flute), followed by a warmer, more
consoling oboe melody, suggests the Don
using new tactics (the shoulder to cry on?)
to achieve his ends. This is followed by the
most exultant theme of the work, sounded
out gloriously by the whole horn section.
‘Certainly the horns blew without fear of
death,’ Strauss wrote in delight after one
rehearsal – he must have been thinking of
this moment.
There is a full recapitulation, surging
onwards to more glorious conquests.
But then comes the cut off – a bar of
silence in mid-fortissimo – and the collapse.
There is no attempt to elicit sympathy for
Don Juan, no heart-rending pathos, just
dissolving string tremolos and three final
bare pizzicato chords: ‘the oil is burnt
out, and the hearth is cold and dark’. •
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Richard Strauss In Profile

1864–1949 /

profile by Andrew Stewart
at opera houses in Munich, Weimar, Berlin
and Vienna. While at Munich, he married the
singer Pauline de Ahna, for whom he wrote
many of his greatest songs.

ichard Strauss was born in Munich
in 1864, the son of Franz Strauss, a
brilliant horn player in the Munich
court orchestra; it is therefore perhaps not

•

STRAUSS ON LSO LIVE

—
‘If my works are good and of any importance for the further development of
our art, they will maintain their position in spite of all opposition on the part of
critics, and in spite of all denigration of my artistic intentions.’
Richard Strauss

—
surprising that some of the composer’s
most striking writing is for the French
horn. Strauss had his first piano lessons
when he was four and produced his first
composition two years later. Surprisingly
he did not attend a music academy, his
formal education ending rather at Munich
University where he studied philosophy
and aesthetics, continuing with his musical
training at the same time.
Following the first public performances of
his work, he received a commission from
Hans von Bülow in 1882 and two years later
was appointed Bülow’s Assistant Musical
Director at the Meiningen Court Orchestra,
the beginning of a career in which Strauss
was to conduct many of the world’s great
orchestras, in addition to holding positions

Strauss’ legacy is to be found in his operas
and his magnificent symphonic poems.
Scores such as Till Eulenspiegel, Also Sprach
Zarathustra, Don Juan and Ein Heldenleben
Strauss Elektra
demonstrate his supreme mastery of
orchestration; the thoroughly modern operas Valery Gergiev  conductor
Salome and Elektra, with their Freudian
Jeanne-Michèle Charbonnet
themes and atonal scoring, are landmarks
Angela Denoke
in the development of 20th-century music;
Dame Felicity Palmer
and the neo-Classical Der Rosenkavalier has
London Symphony Chorus
become one of the most popular operas of
the century. Strauss spent his last years in
‘The LSO in fine form and vivid SACD
self-imposed exile in Switzerland, waiting to sound, conveys passions and tensions with
be officially cleared of complicity in the Nazi compelling, sometimes deafening power.’
regime. He died at Garmisch Partenkirchen
BBC Music Magazine *****
in 1949, aged 85. •
Available to purchase in the Barbican Shop,
at lsolive.co.uk, on iTunes and Amazon,
or to stream on Spotify and Apple Music

Composer Profile
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Iain Bell The Hidden Place
1
2
3
4

Spring
Summer
Autumn
Winter

Diana Damrau soprano
aving composed various piano
and vocal song-cycles for Diana
Damrau, we agreed that the next
step in our collaborative relationship would
be to create an orchestral piece for her, one
that would showcase her colouristic and
virtuosic strengths along with her sensitive
treatment of text. As coincidence would have
it, at this same time I was spending a great
deal of time with Diana’s aunt, Christa Palmer
(who has lived in rural Buckinghamshire for
over 30 years) and she happened to show
me several poems she had written decades
previously. One collection of poems was a
personal depiction of intimate moments
shared by two lovers throughout the four
seasons. I immediately knew this was ripe
for setting, and so got to it.
I was determined to avoid cliché in my
depictions of the seasons; this was not
difficult as Christa had already subverted
such clichés in her poems.
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note by the composer

In Spring, a lone voice cuts through a murky
mist of sustained muted strings after which
the shoots and leaves of a barren wintry
landscape awaken, as heard in the bustle
of the violas and cellos, also representing
an increasing, passionate yearning for a
lover who is far away. This yearning swells
to fever-pitch with the development of
arpeggiated fanfares in the winds and a calland-answer dialogue between the soprano
and strings. The music builds to a climax as
she declares her love repeatedly, in various
emotional guises ranging from orgiastic
abandon to trepidation and fear. The song
is capped-off with a final emotional surge
via the development of the previously heard
fanfares and percussion as she announces
that her joy will give her wings to fly to the
one who has her heart.

In Autumn, the mood cools and the dewy,
burnished ochre of the leaves on the trees
can immediately be felt in opening horn
and harp ritornello, further deepening with
the introduction of the cello obligato.
It is an intimate confession of the precious
moments our heroine spent with her love;
such urges as explored in Summer are now
only felt in the occasional rumblings of
the brass and percussion. The rain-kissed
landscape is illustrated in the passages
of glockenspiel chimes, harp tremolos,
meandering winds and high sustained
strings. The song finally becomes a nostalgic
reminiscing; the intimate, chamber textures
remain but a feeling of loneliness now
pervades as she sings of the fading of
Summer into Autumn and goes on to recall
these special meetings in the past tense.

Summer is the most physically intimate of
the four poems, recalling moments of carnal
pleasure the couple shared. The vocal part is
fleet with coloratura staccati recalling spinetingling moments of ecstasy juxtaposed
with languid, drawn out lyrical phrases of
purring satisfaction. There is an impishness
throughout the entire orchestral tissue,
portraying the mischief and imminence of
such moments, painted with trills in the winds
and punctuating harp and pitched percussion.

Winter is a high-energy recollection of wild
snowfall upon the trees where our lovers
spent intimate moments in warmer times.
The harp, glockenspiel and strings are
perpetually cascading down in rapid scalic
passages, and high sustained winds add a
further iciness to the texture. Swelling low
brass pedals lend a foreboding and danger,
further adding to the feeling of mischief
and adventure. •

Interval – 20 minutes
There are bars on all levels.
Visit the Barbican Shop on Level -1 to
see our range of Gifts and Accessories.
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The Hidden Place

by Christa Palmer

SPRING
Slowly the spring time day awakens,
And through the morning mists appears the
shape of hill and tree.
Their fragrance, all-embracing.
The breath of nature is so sweet when at
this hour of day
I stand alone, my love to greet, he sleeps
so far away.
Wake up, wake up, my dearest man and listen,
I love you, love you, love you
And on these wings of joy
I’ll fly!

In rapture of the new.
And while your lips wreathed into mine and
made me tremble with lust,
Our hands did find with eager ease the place
which find they must.
When at last you entered my body’s flame,
I knew that this was not the end of our
passionate game.

SUMMER
Oh! Magic summer’s day when first we met
In my heart such desire lay,
You did not know it!
So warm and sultry was the air, the mist
and haze,
The balmy embrace of hillocks, clouds above;
A day just made for making love.
When your hand gently reached for mine and
made our fingers intertwine,
Then I discovered in your glance the same
desire to enhance me so
With kisses’ glowing dance.
And when you gently laid me down on our
mossy bed,
Such ecstasy!
In your eyes impatience grew,

The gardens are enchanting and gently run
the slopes,
The know our secret hopes.
In yonder distant corner lies our favourite
place
Where we should like to pass.
Yet summers face, and autumn mists
descend,
‘Twixt rain and howling wind, but we in
shelter lay
Inside a labyrinth of branches embracing us.
How sweet the earthen fragrance flows
From ochre leaves to mossy trunks before
the crumbling wall,
Where from the autumn tree these russet
raindrops fall,
To make a bed for lovers sweet.

AUTUMN
There is a park – the name I must not tell,
It’s where my love and I do meet; we keep
the secret well.

There was a park – the name I’ll never tell,
It’s where my love and I did meet; I’ll keep
the secret well.
WINTER
Thick snowflakes falling down, they dust our
gentle slopes.
Put on your wintry gown, but leave me my
sweet hopes.
Gazing at you, my wondrous tree;
A crown of corals in a frosty sea.
Oh, that you could speak, some story you
would tell,
Laid in winters bleak, your wintry magic
spell.
Such passionate kisses ‘mid the glittering
white,
Embrace by love betwixt the night.
And then the snowflakes asked I join, I join
their wintry game,
So down the hill I ran and ran, my heart a
love-lit flame.

Texts
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Iain Bell In Profile

b 1980
ain Bell’s love affair with the voice
is evidenced by his prolific output
of vocal works, earning him the
attention of many of the greatest singers
of our generation who have performed his
music at venues including Wigmore Hall,
Carnegie Hall and the Munich Opera Festival.
His first opera, A Harlot’s Progress, received
its world premiere in 2013 at Vienna’s
Theater an der Wien. Based on Hogarth’s
etchings to a libretto by British author Peter
Ackroyd, it was performed by a cast headed
by German soprano Diana Damrau and
US baritone Nathan Gunn in a production
by Jens-Daniel Herzog, conducted by
Mikko Franck. It received tremendous critical
acclaim with the New York Times praising
the strength of Bell’s orchestral and vocal
writing. It was described in Der Standard as
a‘soul devouring juggernaut’ and labelled as
‘cinematic, dramatic and thrilling’ in Kurier.
Given five stars and described by the Financial
Times as ‘a brilliant new opera’, Bell’s second,
based on Charles Dickens’ A Christmas Carol,
received its world premiere at Houston Grand
Opera in December 2014. An adaptation of
Dickens’ own one-man version of the story,
scored for chamber orchestra and tenor, it
was performed by American heldentenor
Jay Hunter Morris in a production by Simon
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Callow under the baton of Warren Jones.
The piece has since been nominated for
the World Premiere Award at the
International Opera Awards 2015 and
in December 2015 was staged in a new
production at Welsh National Opera,
followed by a subsequent staging at
the Teatro Sociale in Trento in 2017.
Bell’s critically-acclaimed third opera
In Parenthesis, based on David Jones’
eponymous World War One epic poem
(directed by David Pountney and conducted
by Carlo Rizzi) received its world premiere
at Welsh National Opera with further
performances at the Royal Opera House in
Summer 2016. The Independent’s five-star
review described the work as a ‘powerful
act of remembrance’, with The Stage calling
Bell’s score ‘technically exceptional’ and The
Telegraph describing the opera as ‘gripping
and moving’. It was streamed globally on
Opera Platform and broadcast on BBC Radio 3.

Lawrence Zazzo. Bell’s concert ayre A Litany
in Time of Plague, a commission from
the Munich Opera Festival for chamber
orchestra and mezzo soprano, received its
first performance in July 2015. Moll’s a’cold –
the excerpted mad-scene from his opera
A Harlot’s Progress was first heard at the
Enescu Festival performed by Adela Zaharia
in summer 2017.
World premieres in the 2018/19 season
include Aurora: Concerto for Coloratura
Soprano at the BBC Proms with Damrau
and the Royal Liverpool Philharmonic, and
his fourth opera Jack the Ripper currently at
English National Opera with a cast including
Dame Josephine Barstow, Susan Bullock,
Lesley Garrett and Alan Opie, conducted by
Martyn Brabbins. •

In the concert hall, Bell has worked with
pianists including Helmut Deutsch,
Roger Vignoles, Iain Burnside, Simon Lepper
and Julius Drake. Recent highlights include
the world premieres of his song cycles of
you at Carnegie Hall by American mezzo
soprano Jamie Barton, and These Motley
Fools at Wigmore Hall by countertenor
31 March 2019

NEW FROM DIANA DAMRAU
DIANA DAMRAU and JONAS
KAUFMANN, reigning stars of
opera, are also consummate
interpreters of song. In early
2018, with master pianist
HELMUT DEUTSCH, they
performed Hugo Wolf’s multifaceted Italienisches Liederbuch
in 12 cities around Europe.
“One couldn’t ask for more,”
wrote the Telegraph after their
London Barbican concert, which
took place two days before this
live recording was made in the
German city of Essen.

★★★★
The Times

★★★★
The Guardian

★★★★
Financial Times

★★★★
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ROOTS & ORIGINS

Sir Simon Rattle
Season Opening Concert
14 September 2019
Messiaen’s Éclairs sur l’au-delà
15 September 2019
Brahms & Rachmaninov
18 & 19 September 2019
Berg & Beethoven’s Seventh
16 January 2020

2019/20 with the

London Symphony Orchestra

Beethoven:
Christ on the Mount of Olives
19 January & 13 February 2020
Beethoven’s Ninth Symphony
16 February 2020
Bartók: Duke Bluebeard’s Castle
23 April 2020
Mahler’s Fourth Symphony
26 April 2020

Explore the new season

lso.co.uk

Grainger
4 June 2020
Gershwin, Ives, Harris & Bernstein
6 June 2020

Richard Strauss Till Eulenspiegel Op 28
here really was a character called
Till (or ‘Tyll’) Eulenspiegel (literally
‘Owl-glass’). Born into the lowest
rank of medieval German society, he took
on everyone – from king to humblest
commoner – in a series of vivid practical
jokes. Though sentenced to death more than
once, it seems he actually died of the Black
Death in 1350. Stories of Till’s escapades
became legendary; then in the early 1890s
a new, handsomely illustrated account of
Till’s adventures appeared, catching the
imagination of the young Richard Strauss.
At first, Strauss thought of making Till
the hero of an opera, and a libretto was
drafted. But he soon dropped that idea in
favour of a purely instrumental symphonic
poem, Till Eulenspiegels lustige Streiche
(Till Eulenspiegel’s Merry Pranks), telling the
story in music. The form of the work was to
be loosely based on the classical Rondo, with
Till’s adventures placed as episodes between
the recurrence of a main theme or themes.
Whatever his earlier reservations, we now
find Strauss perfectly happy to create a
Lisztian ‘storyline’ in music. It preserves
most of the basic elements of Strauss’ opera
scheme – especially the ending. In Strauss’
version the law eventually catches up with

1894–95

Till and he is sentenced to death on the
gallows. But that isn’t quite the end of
the story …
Strauss’ work begins with a tiny introduction
for strings and woodwind – a kind of musical
‘once upon a time’. Then we hear the first of
Till’s two themes: a lively, syncopated horn
phrase, plunging downwards at the end.
A big crescendo follows, then comes the
motif of Till’s mockery on high clarinet,
short but memorably pungent. Vigorous
development follows, then a strangely
formal tune for violas and woodwind; in
Strauss’ commentary this is Till ‘dressed
as a priest, oozing unction and morality’.
He preaches a sermon, although a weird
chromatic fanfare for muted horns and
trumpets represents his ‘horrid premonition
as to the outcome of his mockery of religion’.
Fear is cast aside with a precipitous solo
violin glissando, then a swooning version
of Till’s theme reveals that he has fallen
in love. But the girl rejects him on account
of his lowly status, and he vows revenge
on society. A jerky theme for bassoons and
bass clarinet depicts a group of learned men
whom Till taunts and teases, ending with
a sharp-edged orchestral trill that Strauss
called the ‘Great Grimace’.

/

note by Stephen Johnson

The mockery grows in pace and vividness,
until a harsh side-drum roll announces
Till’s arrest and sentence to death. The
high clarinet motif goes on pretending airy
indifference, but the end is grim: the clarinet
shoots upwards to its highest, shrillest note,
then drops earthwards like Till’s lifeless
body. However, after that comes a kind of
resurrection: Till himself may be dead, but
the brief, finally uproarious coda suggests
that his spirit of subversive mockery is not
so easily silenced. •

STRAUSS NEXT SEASON
Strauss Die Frau ohne Schatten – Suite
with Karina Canellakis
Sunday 8 March 2020
Strauss Ein Heldenleben
with Manfred Honeck
Thursday 28 May 2020

lso.co.uk
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Richard Strauss Closing Scene from ‘Capriccio’ Op 85
Diana Damrau soprano
trauss knew that Capriccio
was to be his last opera. The
conductor Clemens Krauss, who
helped create the libretto and who gave
the work’s premiere in 1942, tried hard to
persuade Strauss to compose a successor,
but his reply was conclusive: ‘One can only
leave one testament.’ So the fact that
Capriccio represents Strauss’ farewell to
the stage, after a staggering 50-year career
of composing operas, makes his choice of
subject all the more significant. At its heart
is a question that is as old as opera itself:
in this strange, hybrid art form, which is
more important, the words or the music?
As a composer, Strauss had experienced a
few power struggles himself over this issue,
particularly with his long-term collaborator,
the brilliant and acutely temperamental
writer Hugo von Hoffmansthal •, so this
was more than high-minded aesthetic
speculation – it was also personal.
Strauss described Capriccio as a
‘conversation piece for music’, which cleverly
avoids coming down on one side or the
other. The decision is left to the opera’s
central character, the widowed French
Countess Madeleine. It is quickly clear that
this is pre-Revolutionary France: the ‘old
12
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note by Stephen Johnson

world’ – and by implication possibly the old
Germany too, long before the advent of the
Third Reich, with which Strauss initially
flirted but came increasingly to loathe.
The struggle for artistic supremacy is
personified by the poet Olivier and the
composer Flamand, who has seriously
rankled Olivier by setting his newly
composed sonnet to music. But this is a
personal contest too: both men are in love
with the Countess. She is drawn to them
both, but which to choose?
It is decided that the two men should put
aside their differences and work together on
an opera on this very theme, whose ending
is to be decided by the Countess herself.
Capriccio’s moonlit final scene begins with an
exquisite long horn solo (is music beginning
to win the contest?). Then the Major Domo
enters to inform Madeleine that Olivier will
be waiting for her in the library the following
morning to receive her decision. Some
deliciously protracted equivocation follows
as Madeleine sings the Olivier-Flamand
sonnet to herself. Eventually she asks her
own reflection in the mirror: ‘Can you help
me find the ending for their opera – one that
is not trivial?’ The words provide no answer,
but as the Countess leaves she hums the
melody of the sonnet to herself – wordlessly,
the music tells us the answer. •
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Beethoven, Berlioz & Shostakovich
Concerto No 1 for piano, trumpet
and strings
Sunday 16 June 2019

•

HUGO VON HOFFMANSTHAL

Hugo von Hoffmansthal (1874–1929) was an
Austrian playwright, librettist and novelist.
He met Richard Strauss in 1900 and went on
to write the libretti for six of the composer’s
operas: Elektra, Der Rosenkavalier,
Ariadne auf Naxos, Die Frau ohne Schatten,
Die ägyptische Helena and Arabella.

Britten, Prokofiev & Shostakovich
Symphony No 6
Thursday 31 October 2019
Rimsky-Korsakov, Prokofiev, Tchaikovsky
Sunday 3 November 2019
Rimsky-Korsakov, Bruch, Tchaikovsky
Thursday 28 November 2019
Tchaikovsky & Shostakovich
Symphony No 7
Thursday 5 December 2019
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Closing Scene from ‘Capriccio’ Op 85

texts

Seit dem Sonett sind sie unzertrennlich.
Flamand wird ein wenig enttäuscht sein,
statt meiner Herrn Olivier in der Bibliothek
zu finden. Und ich? Den Schluss der
Oper soll ich bestimmen, soll – wählen, –
entscheiden? Sind es die Worte, die mein
Herz bewegen, oder sind es die Töne, die
stärker sprechen?

Tomorrow morning at eleven! It is a disaster.
Since that sonnet they are inseparable.
Flamand will be a little disappointed to find
my Monsieur Olivier in the library instead
of me. And I? The ending of the opera …
I must determine it, I must choose, – decide?
Is it the words that move my heart, or is
it the music that speaks more strongly?

Kein andres, das mir so im Herzen loht,
Nein Schöne, nichts auf dieser ganzen Erde,

Nothing else flames so in my heart,
No, Lady, nothing is there on earth’s
whole face,
Nothing else that I could sigh for as for you,
In vain would Venus herself come down to
grant my will.
What joy, what pain your gentle eye bestows,

Kein andres, das ich so wie dich begehrte,
Und käm’ von Venus mir ein Angebot.
Dein Auge beut mir himmlisch-süsse Not,

Zwei Schläge sind dann Leben oder Tod.

And if a glance should heighten all that pain,
The next restore my fondest hope and bliss
entire,
Two glances signify then life or death.

Vergebliches Müh’n, die beiden zu trennen.
In eins verschmolzen sind Worte und Töne –
zu einem Neuen verbunden. Geheimnis der
Stunde. Eine Kunst durch die andere erlöst!

Fruitless effort to separate the two.
Words and Music are fused into one –
bound in a new synthesis. Secret of the
hour – one art redeemed by the other!

Und trüg’ ich’s fünfmalhunderttausend
Jahre,
Erhielte ausser dir‘ du Wunderbare,
Kein andres Wesen über mich Gewalt.

And, though I lived five hundred thousand
years,
Save you, miraculous fair, there could not be,
Another creature hold sway over me.

Und wenn ein Aufschlag alle Qual vermehrte,
Ein andrer Wonne mir und Lust gewährte,

Durch neue Adern müsst’ mein Blut ich
giessen,
In meinen, voll von dir zum Überfliessen,
Fänd’ neue Liebe weder Raum noch Halt.

Through fresh veins I must needs let flow
my blood,
My own with you are filled to overflowing,
And new love then could find not room nor
pause.

Ihre Liebe schlägt mir entgegen, zart
gewoben aus Versen und Klängen. Soll
ich dieses Gewebe zerreissen? Bin ich nicht
selbst in ihm schon verschlungen?
Entscheiden für einen? Für Flamand,
die grosse Seele mit den schönen Augen –
für Olivier, den starken Geist, den
leidenschaftlichen Mann?

Their love enfolds me, tenderly woven out
of verses and sounds. Shall I destroy this
fabric? Am I myself not already woven into
it? Decide for one? For Flamand, the great
spirit with the beautiful eyes – for Olivier,
the powerful mind, the passionate man?

Nun, liebe Madeleine, was sagt dein Herz?
Du wirst geliebt und kannst dich nicht
schenken. Du fandest es süss, schwach zu
sein – Du wolltest mit der Liebe paktieren,
nun stehst du selbst in Flammen und kannst
dich nicht retten! Wählst du den einen –
verlierst du den andern! Verliert man nicht
immer, wenn man gewinnt?

Now, dear Madeleine, what says your
heart? You are loved, but whom do you love
now? You found it sweet not to know – you
sought to make a pact with love, and now
you yourself are in flames and cannot save
yourself! In choosing the one you will lose
the other! Does one not always lose, when
one wins?

Ein wenig ironisch blickst du zurück? Ich
will eine Antwort und nicht deinen prüfenden
Blick! Du schweigst? – O, Madeleinel
Madeleine! Willst du zwischen zwei Feuern
verbrennen? Du Spiegelbild der verliebten
Madeleine, kannst du mir raten, kannst du
mir helfen den Schluss zu finden für ihre
Oper? Gibt es einen, der nicht trivial ist?

You look back at me ironically? I want an
answer and not your questioning look! You
do not answer? Do you want to be consumed
between two fires? You mirrored image of
Madeleine in love, can you advise me, can
you help me to find the ending for their
opera? Is there one that is not trivial?

Texts
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Gianandrea Noseda conductor
ianandrea Noseda is one of
the world’s most sought-after
conductors, recognised for
his artistry in both the concert hall and
opera house. He was named the National
Symphony Orchestra’s seventh music
director in January 2016 and at the start of
his second season with the NSO his contract
was extended for four more years, through
to the 2024/25 season.
In addition to his position with the NSO,
Noseda also serves as Principal Guest
Conductor of the London Symphony
Orchestra and Israel Philharmonic Orchestra,
Principal Conductor of the Orquestra de
Cadaqués, and Artistic Director of the Stresa
Festival in Italy. In July 2018, the Zurich
Opera House appointed him the next General
Music Director beginning in the 2021/22
season where the centrepiece of his tenure
will be a new production of Wagner’s Ring
Cycle directed by Andreas Homoki, the opera
house’s artistic director.
Nurturing the next generation of artists is
important to Noseda, shown by his ongoing
work with youth orchestras, including the
European Union Youth Orchestra, and his
recent appointment as music director of
the newly-created Tsinandali Festival and
Pan-Caucasian Youth Orchestra in Georgia.
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Noseda has conducted orchestras including
the Berlin Philharmonic, Chicago Symphony
Orchestra, Cleveland Orchestra, Munich
Philharmonic, New York Philharmonic, NHK
Symphony, Orchestre National de France,
Philadelphia Orchestra, Vienna Symphony,
and at leading opera houses and festivals
such as Zurich Opera House, La Scala and
the Salzburg Festival. From 2007 until 2018,
Noseda was Music Director of Italy’s Teatro
Regio Torino, ushering in an era of unmatched
international acclaim for its productions,
tours, recordings, and film projects.
Gianandrea Noseda also has a cherished
relationship with the Metropolitan Opera.
He returned to the Met on New Year’s Eve
2018 to lead performances of Cilea’s Adriana
Lecouvreur featuring Anna Netrebko. In
recent years, he has conducted Gounod’s
Roméo et Juliette, which received its
premiere at the New Year’s Eve Gala in
2016, and a new production of Bizet’s
Les pêcheurs de perles in 2015.
He has also played a significant role working
with the BBC Philharmonic, the Pittsburgh
Symphony Orchestra and the Mariinsky
Theatre in St Petersburg, which appointed
him its first ever foreign Principal Guest
Conductor in 1997. He was Principal Guest
Conductor of the Rotterdam Philharmonic

from 1999 to 2003 and Principal Guest
Conductor of the Orchestra Sinfonica
Nazionale della RAI from 2003 to 2006.
Noseda’s recording catalogue counts more
than 60 CDs, many of which have been
celebrated by critics and received awards.
His Musica Italiana project, which he
initiated more than ten years ago, has
chronicled under-appreciated Italian
repertoire of the 20th century. Conducting
the Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra and the
Orchestra Teatro Regio Torino, he has also
recorded opera albums with vocalists such
as Ildebrando d’Arcangelo, Rolando Villazon,
Anna Netrebko and Diana Damrau.
A native of Milan, Noseda is Commendatore
al Merito della Repubblica Italiana, marking
his contribution to the artistic life of Italy.
In 2015, he was honoured as Musical
America’s Conductor of the Year, and was
named the 2016 International Opera Awards
Conductor of the Year. In December 2016
he was privileged to conduct the Nobel Prize
Concert in Stockholm. •
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Diana Damrau soprano
oprano Diana Damrau has been
performing on the world’s leading
opera and concert stages for
two decades. Her vast repertoire spans
both lyric soprano and coloratura roles
including the title roles in Donizetti’s Lucia
di Lammermoor, Massenet’s Manon and
Verdi’s La traviata, as well as Queen of the
Night in Mozart’s The Magic Flute.

Seville, Adèle in Rossini’s Le comte Ory and
Leïla in Bizet’s Les pêcheurs des perles. Other
engagements have included the title roles
in Bellini’s La Sonnambula and Donizetti’s
La Fille du Régiment. She was also the first
singer in Metropolitan Opera history to
perform the roles of both Pamina and Queen
of the Night in different performances of the
same run of Mozart’s The Magic Flute.

Damrau was appointed Kammersängerin
of the Bavarian State Opera and holds the
Bavarian Maximilian Order for Science and
Art. She has forged close links with the
Bayerische Staatsoper in Munich where
she has appeared in new productions
of Donizetti’s Lucia di Lammermoor,
Offenbach’s The Tales of Hoffmann, Strauss’
Ariadne auf Naxos and The Silent Woman,
Mozart’s The Magic Flute and Verdi’s
Rigoletto. Other high profile appearances
have included the role of Violetta in Verdi’s
La traviata and Constanze in Mozart’s
Die Entführung aus dem Serail.

Diana Damrau has twice participated in the
annual inaugural performance at La Scala di
Milano: in 2004 in the title role of Salieri’s
Europa Riconosciuta at the house’s grand
reopening, and in 2013 as the title role in
a new production of Verdi’s La traviata.
Damrau has also appeared there as Lucia
in Donizetti’s Lucia di Lammermoor as part
of Milan’s Expo 2015. In 2005 she gave her
role debut as Susanna in a new production
of Mozart’s The Marriage of Figaro and
returned in 2016 in another new production
of the piece, on that occasion as the Countess.

Damrau has performed her signature roles
at the Metropolitan Opera, where she has
been broadcast to cinemas around the world
and made seven role debuts since her first
appearance as Zerbinetta in Strauss’ Ariadne
auf Naxos in 2005. Highlights have included
the role of Rosina in Rossini’s The Barber of

Recording exclusively for Warner/Erato
(former EMI/Virgin Classics), Diana
Damrau made her recording debut with
Arie di Bravura – a collection of Mozart
and Salieri arias. Subsequent solo releases
have included Donna – a recording of
Mozart arias, COLORaturaS – a selection of
coloratura arias from the romantic period,
Poesie – orchestral songs by Richard Strauss
(awarded the ECHO Klassik prize in 2011)
and songs by Franz Liszt. Her album Forever,
featuring highlights from operetta, film and
musicals was awarded the ECHO Klassik
Prize in 2014 and was followed by the release
of the Bel canto-themed Fiamma del Bel
canto. Her album Grand Opera is dedicated
to the works of Giacomo Meyerbeer.
Diana Damrau is Artist in Residence at the
Barbican Centre for the 2018/19 season.
Earlier this year she performed a recital
together with Helmut Deutsch, and a
concert with the Bavarian Radio Symphony
Orchestra and conductor Mariss Jansons. •

Damrau has also performed contemporary
works for the opera stage in roles written
especially for her, most notably as the title role
in Iain Bell’s operatic adaptation of Hogarth’s
A Harlot’s Progress, performed at the Theater
an der Wien in 2013, and as Drunken Woman/
Gym Instructress in Lorin Maazel’s 1984 at
the Royal Opera House in 2005.
Artist Biographies
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London Symphony Orchestra on stage tonight
Leader
Roman Simovic
First Violins
Carmine Lauri
Rebecca Chan
Ginette Decuyper
Gerald Gregory
Maxine Kwok-Adams
William Melvin
Elizabeth Pigram
Claire Parfitt
Harriet Rayfield
Colin Renwick
Sylvain Vasseur
Rhys Watkins
Morane CohenLamberger
Daniel Meszoly
Helena Smart

Second Violins
David Alberman
Thomas Norris
Sarah Quinn
Miya Väisänen
David Ballesteros
Matthew Gardner
Julian Gil Rodriguez
Alix Lagasse
Belinda McFarlane
Iwona Muszynska
Csilla Pogany
Andrew Pollock
Paul Robson
Hazel Mulligan
Violas
Rachel Roberts
Gillianne Haddow
Malcolm Johnston
Anna Bastow
German Clavijo
Stephen Doman
Lander Echevarria
Robert Turner
Cynthia Perrin
Luca Casciato
Rachel Robson
Alistair Scahill

Cellos
Rebecca Gilliver
Alastair Blayden
Jennifer Brown
Noel Bradshaw
Eve-Marie Caravassilis
Daniel Gardner
Hilary Jones
Amanda Truelove
James Barralet
Victoria Harrild
Double Basses
Sam Loeck
Colin Paris
Patrick Laurence
Matthew Gibson
Thomas Goodman
Joe Melvin
Josie Ellis
José Moreira

Flutes
Gareth Davies
Camilla Marchant
Jack Welch

Bassoons
Rachel Gough
Joost Bosdijk
Lawrence O’Donnell

Piccolo
Patricia Moynihan

Contra Bassoon
Dominic Morgan

Oboes
Timothy Rundle
Rosie Jenkins
Maxwell Spiers

Horns
Timothy Jones
Diego Incertis
Angela Barnes
Alexander Edmundson
Jonathan Lipton

Cor Anglais
Christine Pendrill
Clarinets
Andrew Marriner
Elizabeth Drew
E-flat Clarinet
Chi-Yu Mo
Basset Horn
Andrew Harper
Bass Clarinet
Laurent Ben Slimane

Trumpets
Michael Møller
Catherine Knight
David Geoghegan
Trombones
Matthew Knight
James Maynard
Bass Trombone
Paul Milner
Tuba
Sasha Koushk-Jalali

Timpani
Nigel Thomas
Percussion
Neil Percy
David Jackson
Sam Walton
Tom Edwards
Harps
Bryn Lewis
Eluned Pierce

LSO String Experience Scheme
Since 1992, the LSO String Experience
Scheme has enabled young string players
from the London music conservatoires at
the start of their professional careers to gain
work experience by playing in rehearsals
and concerts with the LSO. The musicians
are treated as professional ‘extra’ players
(additional to LSO members) and receive fees
for their work in line with LSO section players.
The Scheme is supported by:
The Polonsky Foundation
Barbara Whatmore Charitable Trust
Lord and Lady Lurgan Trust
Derek Hill Foundation
Angus Allnatt Charitable Foundation
Rod Stafford
Performing tonight is:
Madeleine Pickering (second violin)
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